March 5, 2018
Ref: WIFI or Cellular based hearing assist systems
I have been asked to comment on whether a WIFI or cellular based system, that transmits to an
individual’s personal smart phone, is a good fit for a hearing assistance application. Below are my
comments and thoughts.
Basic Premise –
1. The intent of communications assistance and the ADA is that individuals can effectively receive
and understand communications without undue expense and hassle.
2. Hearing Assist should be universal and easily accessible to those who have hearing loss, no
matter how old or young.
3. Hearing assist should not add confusion or take a major amount of time, energy or assistance for
an individual to access and use it.
WIFI or Cellular based systems – are expensive to maintain and
1. Require individuals to have a smart device with a special app and to meet the ADA a neck loop is
needed and yet neck loops are at best 30% effective.
2. Are not universal and visitors to the US would not be prepared to use them, whereas a system
like the hearing loop is universal worldwide and are easily accessed.
3. Can’t be set up properly if any delays or controls (like areas) are required as the signal would go
all over with no controls. Therefore, a user would first need to connect to the technology then
hope that they connect to the proper system. The odds of them receiving the proper gate
announcements is poor.
4. Require the facility to do a substantial amount of training to be effective.
5. Have a significant amount of audio delay depending on smart phone type. The sound coming
from the system would only cause confusion in an environment where there is audio paging.
Many hearing devices are open fit and use some of the background sounds to increase
comprehension, so a system that is WIFI or cellular would only increase one’s confusion
whereas a loop system has no delay and the sounds align.
6. Would require an extensive amount of wiring etc. as they run on their own communications
path whether cellular or WIFI. Maintenance and complaints would be common place in a transit
environment.
7. Would require the user turn off smartphone functions so communications is not interrupted by
texts or phone calls and for older and non techie travelers this would be confusing and
ineffective.
8. Would require the facility to hand out free devises and neck loops as well as do trainings or the
systems would simply not be used.
9. Can be very expensive if the number of attendees is large and we all know this technology will
change and be out of date much quicker than hearing loops, which have been designed
specifically for this purpose.
10. Produce a light when in use that is bothersome to the other attendees and often the volume
from the smart device is not high enough to meet the needs or work with a neck loop.
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